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ABSTRACT
Activators associated with TSEE from ceramic BeO are of two types,
one providing the electron and/or hole trapping site (primary
activator) the other facilitating the release of detrapped electrons
as exoelectrons. A paramagnetic center (hole trap) with axial
symmetry and/or an Al 2 + electron trap are the likely trapping sites
from which the latent exoelectrons emerge. Silicon, lithium and
titanium are examples, of secondary activators and they best facili-
tate the release of exoelectrons when they are in the form of
beryllium compounds in the surface region.

Introduction

This note describes our attempts to characterize, by EPR methods, the

trapping centers in ceramic BeO, especially the ones which might be latent

exoelectron traps. Another aim is to elucidate further the role played by

activators (1,2) in the exoelectron emission (EE) processes.

Results and Discussion

Thermalox BeO 995 and 998 (Brush Beryllium Corp.) after irradiation

contain two paramagnetic centers whose resonances are shown in Fig. 1. A

six line hyperfine structure is the same as the one previously assigned to

Al 2 + in single and polycrystalline BeO (3). The more intense resonance

Csignal A)is produced by a center with tetragonal symmetry (g(| = 2.012 and

g = 2.020 at room temperature) which is preferentially aligned with respect

to the large faces of the BeO disk as shown in Fig. 2. The g-tensor of the
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FIG. 1

EPR spectrum of BeO 998 (or 995) at room temperature. The
lines on either side of the large central absorption line and
indicated by arrows are due to the Al2+ center.
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FIG. 2
Central absorption line with the BeO 995 disk at room tempera-
ture either parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field.

center is temperature dependent, narrowing as the temperature increases from

77 to 295°K. This behavior coupled with the fact that hole centers show more

anisotropy and are easier to produce than electron centers in BeO (4) indicates

that signal A is due to a hole center.

Heating the BeO at 1800°C, a treatment which almost eliminates the ability

to emit exoelectrons (1), causes a new resonance (signal B) to appear, in the

middle of signal A, the g-tensor of which is fully isotropic. Signal B is

shown in Fig. 3, signal A having been removed by annealing so that a full

resolution of the new signal is obtained. Apparently a new environment has

formed in which the hole is hopping and averages over the g-values seen on its

path.
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FIG. S
BeO 995 previously heated at either 1400°C or 1800°C; remains of
the central absorption lines after bleaching at 250°C for 30 minutes.

The thermal stability of the centers is such that at 250°C (30 minutes)

signal A disappears, the Al 2 + resonance reduces in intensity by a factor of

four (not shown by Fig. 3) and signal B is little affected; the TSEE signal

reduces in intensity by about 90%. The center (hole) producing signal A and/or

the Al 2 + center are, the*' fore, the likely trapping sites with which the latent

exoelectrons are associated.

Two types of 'activator' seem to participate in the exoelectron processes.

A primary activator (or activators) provides the trapping site which we have

characterized by EPR. A secondary activator facilitates the release of a de-

trapped electron as an exoelectron. Silicon, lithium arid titanium are examples

of secondary activators. When diffused into the surface of Thermalox BeO, each

activator produces a TSEE glow curve with the same temperature peaks (except

for minor differences); a glow curve which is, therefore, intrinsic to the

ceramic BeO rather than the secondary activator. These secondary activators

best promote the release of exoelectrons when they are in the form of beryllium

compounds. Lithium, silicon and titanium are most effective for EE after heat

treatments at 950, 1400 and 1600°C, temperatures at which the phase diagrams

indicate compound formation would be very effective.
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